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Abstract
We consider past pushdown timed automata that are discrete pushdown timed automata with
past formulas as enabling conditions. Using past formulas allows a past pushdown timed automa-
ton to access the past values of the $nite state variables in the automaton. We prove that the
reachability (i.e., the set of reachable con$gurations from an initial con$guration) of a past push-
down timed automaton can be accepted by a nondeterministic reversal-bounded counter-machine
augmented with a pushdown stack (i.e., a reversal-bounded NPCM). By using the known fact that
the emptiness problem for reversal-bounded NPCMs is decidable, we show that model-checking
past pushdown timed automata against Presburger safety properties on discrete clocks and stack
word counts is decidable. We also investigate the reachability problem for a class of transition
systems under some fairness constraints in the form of generalized past formulas. Finally, we
present an example ASTRAL speci$cation to demonstrate the usefulness of the results.
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1. Introduction
As far as model-checking is concerned, the most successful model of in$nite state
systems that has been investigated is probably timed automata [2]. A timed automaton
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can be considered as a $nite automaton augmented with a number of clocks. Enabling
conditions in a timed automaton are in the form of (clock) regions: a clock or the
diHerence of two clocks is tested against an integer constant, e.g., x − y¡8. The
region technique [2] has been used to analyze region reachability, to develop a number
of temporal logics and for model-checking tools (see [1] for a survey). The technique
is useful, but obviously not enough since a lot of interesting properties cannot be
expressed as clock regions. There has been some work [7,8,9] concerning veri$cation
of timed automata for non-region reachability.
In this paper, we consider a class of discrete timed systems, called past push-
down timed automata. In a past pushdown timed automaton, clocks take nonnega-
tive integer values (i.e., discrete clocks) and the enabling condition of a transition
can access some $nite state variable’s past values. For instance, consider discrete
clocks x1; x2 and now (a clock that never resets, indicating the current time). Since
all the clocks are initially 0, it is always true that x1; x26now. Suppose that a and
b are two Boolean variables. An enabling condition could be in the form of a past
formula: ∀06y16now∃06y26now((x1 − y1¡5∧ a(x1)= b(y2))→ (y2¡x2 + 4)), in
which a(x1) and b(y2) are (past) values of a and b at times x1 and y2, respectively.
Thus, past pushdown timed automata are history dependent; that is, the current state
depends upon the entire history of the transitions leading to the state. The main result
of this paper shows that the reachability of past pushdown timed automata can be ac-
cepted by reversal-bounded multicounter machines augmented with a pushdown stack
(i.e., reversal-bounded NPCMs). Since the emptiness problem for reversal-bounded
NPCMs is decidable [12], we can show that checking past pushdown timed automata
against Presburger safety properties on discrete clocks and stack word counts is de-
cidable. This result is not covered by region-based results for model-checking timed
pushdown systems [4], nor by model-checking pushdown systems [5].
Besides their own theoretical interest, history-dependent timed systems have practical
applications. It is a well-known principle that breaking a system into several loosely
independent functional modules greatly eases both veri$cation and design work. The
ultimate goal of modularization is to partition a large system, both conceptually and
functionally, into several small modules and to verify each small module instead of
verifying the large system as a whole. That is, verify the correctness of each mod-
ule without looking at the behaviors of the other modules. This idea is adopted in a
real-time speci$cation language ASTRAL [6], in which a module (called a process)
is provided with an interface section, which is a $rst-order formula that abstracts its
environment. It is not unusual for these formulas to include complex timing require-
ments that reLect the patterns of variable changes. Thus, in this way, even a history-
independent system can be speci$ed as a number of history-dependent modules (see
[14] for a number of interesting real-time systems speci$ed in ASTRAL). Therefore,
the results obtained in this paper would be useful in implementing a symbolic model
checker for a subset of ASTRAL.
Past formulas are not new. In fact, they can be expressed in TPTL [3], which
is obtained by including clock constraints (in the form of clock regions) and freeze
quanti$ers in the linear temporal logic (LTL) [16]. But, in this paper, we put a past
formula into the enabling condition of a transition in a generalized timed system. This
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makes it possible to model a real-time machine that is history-dependent. Past formulas
can be expressed through S1S (see [17,18] for details), which can be characterized by
Buchi ($nite) automata. This fact does not imply (at least not in an obvious way)
that timed automata augmented with these past formulas can be simulated by $nite
automata.
We also investigate the reachability problem for a class of transition systems under
some fairness constraints. Though the systems are traditional (i.e., history-independent),
the constraints are history-dependent. For instance, consider a $nite automaton M . We
use “time” to indicate the number of moves executed so far. Is it possible that state
q can reach state q′ during which there are times t1¡t2 such that 3(#q(t1)− #q′(t2))¿
t1 − t2 ∧ 2(#q(t2)− #q′(t1))¡t1 + t2? In the question, #q(t1) means the total number of
visits to state q at time t1. Notice that the constraint allows accesses to past values
of an unbounded counter (e.g., #q(t1)) and Presburger relations between time variables
and these past values. We show that the above mentioned question is decidable while,
in general, it is undecidable when one replaces “there are” with “for all” in the question
statement. We were also able to generalize M into a more powerful class of transition
systems than $nite automata.
2. Preliminaries
A nondeterministic multicounter machine (NCM) is a nondeterministic machine
with a $nite set of states, and a $nite number of counters with integer counter val-
ues. Each counter can add 1, subtract 1, or stay unchanged. A counter can also be
tested against an integer constant. A nondeterministic pushdown multicounter machine
(NPCM) M is an NCM augmented with a pushdown stack. In addition to counter op-
erations, an NPCM can pop the top symbol from the stack or push a word on the top of
the stack. A counter is r-reversal-bounded if it changes mode between nondecreasing
and nonincreasing at most r times. For instance, the following sequence of counter val-
ues: 0; 0; 1; 1; 2; 2; 3; 3; 4; 4; 3; 2; 1; 1; 1; 1; : : : demonstrates only one counter reversal. An
NCM (or NPCM) M is reversal-bounded if each counter in M is r-reversal-bounded
for some r that is independent of the computations. Note that the above de$ned M
does not have an input tape; in this case it is used as a system speci$cation rather than
a language recognizer. When M is used as a language recognizer we attach a separate
one-way read-only input tape to the machine and assign a state as the accepting state.
M accepts an input if it can reach an accepting state. When M is reversal-bounded,
the emptiness problem (i.e., whether M accepts some input) is known to be decidable
[12].
Theorem 2.1. The emptiness problem for reversal-bounded nondeterministic (push-
down) multicounter machines with a one-way input tape is decidable.
We use N to denote nonnegative integers. Let A be a $nite set of $nite state variables,
i.e., their domains are a bounded range in N. We use a; b : : : to denote them. Without
loss of generality, we can assume they are Boolean variables. Let X be a $nite set of
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variables in N with now =∈X being a variable indicating the current time. Past formulas
are de$ned as
f ::= a(y)|y ¡ c|y ¡ z + c| xf|f ∨ f|¬f;
where a∈A, y and z are in X ∪{now}, x∈X , and c is an integer. Intuitively, a(y)
is the variable a’s value at time y (i.e., Past(a; y) in ASTRAL [6]). Quanti6cation
xf, with x = now (i.e., now cannot be quanti$ed), means, for all x from 0 to now,
f holds. An appearance of x in xf is called bounded. We assume any x is bounded
by at most one x. x is free in f if x is not bounded in f. f is closed if now is the
only free variable. Past formulas are interpreted on a history of Boolean variables. A
history consists of a sequence of boolean values for each variable a∈A. The length
of every sequence is n+1, where n is the value of now. Formally, a history H is
a pair 〈{‖a‖}a∈ A; n〉, where n∈N represents the value of now, and for each a∈A,
the mapping ‖a‖ : 0::n→{true; false} gives the Boolean value of a at each time point
from 0 to n. Let B :X → 0::n be a valuation for variables in X . We use B(k=x) to
denote replacing x’s value in the valuation with a non-negative integer k. Given a
history H and a valuation B, the interpretations of past formulas are as follows, for
each y; z ∈X ∪{now} and each x∈X ,
‖x‖H;B = B(x); ‖now‖H;B = n;
‖a(y)‖H;B ⇔ ‖a‖(‖y‖H;B); ‖y ¡ c‖H;B ⇔ ‖y‖H;B ¡ c;
‖¬f‖H;B ⇔ not ‖f‖H;B; ‖f1 ∨ f2‖H;B ⇔ ‖f1‖H;B or ‖f2‖H;B;
‖y ¡ z + c‖H;B ⇔ ‖y‖H;B ¡ ‖z‖H;B + c;
‖ xf‖H;B ⇔ for all k with 06 k 6 n; ‖f‖H;B(k=x);
when f is a closed formula, we write ‖f‖H instead of, for all B, ‖f‖H;B. ‖f‖H is
the truth value of f under history H . We use x to denote ¬ x¬.
A history H can be regarded as a sequence of snapshots S0; : : : ; Sn such that each
snapshot gives a value for each a∈A. When now progresses from n to n + 1 history
H is updated to a new history H ′ by adding a new snapshot Sn+1 to history H . This
newly added snapshot represents the new values of a∈A at the new current time n+1.
An important question about the past formulas is the following: Is there any way to
calculate the truth value of a closed past formula under H ′ by using the new snapshot
Sn+1 and the truth value of the formula under H? If this can be done, the truth value
of the formula can be updated along with the history’s update from n to n+1, without
looking back at the old snapshots S0; : : : ; Sn. The following theorem shows that this
can be done.
A Boolean function is a mapping N→{true; false}. A Boolean predicate is a
mapping {true; false}m→{true; false} for some m. We use v1; : : : ; v|A| to denote the
Boolean functions representing the truth value of each a∈A at each time point. When
v1; : : : ; v|A| are given, a closed past formula can be regarded as a Boolean function: the
truth value of the formula at time t is the interpretation of the formula under the history
vi(0); : : : ; vi(t) for each 16i6|A|. Under the given v1; : : : ; v|A|, we use u; u1; : : : ; uk to
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denote the Boolean functions for closed past formulas f, g1; : : : ; gk , respectively, in the
following theorem.
Theorem 2.2. For any closed past formula f, there are closed past formulas g1; : : : ; gk ,
and Boolean predicates O;O1; : : : ; Ok (for some k) such that, for any given Boolean
functions v1; : : : ; v|A|, the Boolean functions u; u1; : : : ; uk (de6ned above) satisfy: for all
t in N, u(t + 1)=O(v1(t + 1); : : : ; v|A|(t + 1); u1(t); : : : ; uk(t)) and for each i, 16i6k,
ui(t + 1)=Oi(v1(t + 1); : : : ; v|A|(t + 1); u1(t); : : : ; uk(t)).
Therefore, u(t + 1) (the truth value of formula f at time t + 1), as well as each
ui(t + 1), can be recursively calculated by using the values of v1; : : : ; v|A| at t + 1,
and values of u1; : : : ; uk at t. As we mentioned before, past formulas can be expressed
in TPTL [3]. A tableau technique is proposed in [3] to show that validity check-
ing of TPTL is decidable. A modi$cation of the technique can be used to prove
Theorem 2.2.
3. Past pushdown timed automata
A pushdown timed automaton models a timed automaton augmented with a push-
down stack. As in a timed automaton, clocks either progress or reset. All the clocks
start from 0. A past pushdown timed automaton further allows past formulas as en-
abling conditions in a pushdown timed automaton. Formally, a past pushdown timed
automaton M is a tuple 〈Q; A; Z; $; E; now〉, where Q is a $nite set of states, A is a
$nite set of Boolean variables, Z = {z1; : : : ; zm} is a $nite set of discrete clocks, $ is a
$nite stack alphabet, and now =∈Z represents the current time. E is a $nite set of edges,
each of which is in the form of 〈q; &; '; ((; (′); l; q′〉, where q; q′ ∈Q, & ⊆ Z is the set
of clock jumps, ' :A→{true; false} is the assignment of Boolean variables in A, the
pair of (∈$ and (′ ∈$∗ indicates the stack operation (replacing the top symbol of
the stack ( by a word (′), and past formula l is the enabling condition (free variables
in l are contained in Z). A con$guration ) of M is a tuple 〈)Q; )H ; )Z ; )w〉 where )Q
is a state, )H = 〈{‖a‖)H }a∈ A; n)H 〉 is a history, )Z :Z→N is a valuation of clocks in
Z , and )w ∈$∗ indicates the stack content. )→ e* denotes a one-step transition along
edge e= 〈q; &; '; ((; (′); l; q′〉 in M satisfying:
• The state q is set to q′; i.e., )Q = q, *Q = q′.
• The enabling condition is satis$ed, i.e., ‖l‖)H ;B holds for any B satisfying B(z)=)Z(z)
for each z ∈Z . That is, l is evaluated under the history )H and replacing each free
clock variable z ∈Z in l by its value in ).
• Each clock changes as follows.
◦ If &= ∅, i.e., there are no clock jumps on the edge, then now progresses by one
time unit. That is, n*H = n)H +1. All the other clocks do not change; i.e., for each
z ∈Z , *Z(z)= )Z(z).
◦ If & = ∅, then all the clocks in & jump to now, and the other clocks do not change.
That is, for each z ∈ &, *Z(z)= n)H . In addition, for each z =∈ &, *Z(z)= )Z(z) and
the clock now does not progress, i.e., n*H = n)H .
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• The history is updated as follows.
◦ If &= ∅, then now progresses. In this case, the history )H is extended to *H by
adding the resulting values (given by the assignment ') of the Boolean variables
after the transition. That is, for all 06t6n)H , history *H is consistent with history
)H ; i.e., for all a∈A, ‖a‖*H (t)= ‖a‖)H (t). In addition, *H extends )H ; i.e., for
each a∈A, ‖a‖*H (n*H )= '(a).
◦ If & = ∅, then now does not progress. In this case, for all a∈A, for all 06t6n)H−
1, ‖a‖*H (t)= ‖a‖)H (t), and ‖a‖*H (n*H )= '(a). Thus, even though now does not
progress, the current values of variables a∈A may change according to the as-
signment '.
• According to the stack operation ((; (′), the stack word )w is updated to *w.
Notice that, in M , we use clock jumps (i.e., z := now) instead of clock resets (z := 0).
The reason is that, in this way, the start time of a transition can be directly modeled as
a clock. Obviously, now− z gives a “traditional” clock with resets. We write )→ * if
) can reach * by a one-step transition. We designate a state q0 ∈Q as the initial state.
)0 is the initial con$guration in which the state is q0, the stack word is empty and all
clocks including now are 0. We write )0❀ * if there are )1; : : : ; )k = * for some k with
)i→ )i+1 for each 06i¡k. A tuple (q; w; v0; v1; : : : ; vm) of a state, a stack word, and
clock values for now; z1; : : : ; zm is reachable if there is a con$guration * with )0❀ *
such that in *, the state is q, the stack word is the reverse of word w (the reason
for using “reverse” will be clear in a moment), and clock values are v0; v1; : : : ; vm for
now; z1; : : : ; zm, respectively. Let the reachability set R be the set of all the tuples that
are reachable. Each tuple in R can be encoded as a string composed of the unary
representation of the state, the stack word, and the unary representation for each clock
value, separated by a delimiter. In this way, R is treated as a set of strings, i.e., a
language. The rest of this section shows that R can be accepted by a reversal-bounded
NPCM.
We $rst show that each enabling condition in M can be replaced by a closed past
formula. To see this, without loss of generality, we may assume that each clock in Z
initially jumps (since all the clocks including now start from 0 in M). In this way,
during an execution of M , a clock value of z intuitively stands for the most recent
time when a jump “z := now” happened. We introduce a new Boolean variable bi =∈A
for each zi ∈Z . Let B denote the set of all such bi’s. We then construct a machine M ′
that is exactly the same as M except:
• M ′ has Boolean variables B in addition to A. For each edge e in M , if e has some
jump zi := now, then add bi := true as an assignment on this edge. For other zi that
do not jump on this edge, bi is unchanged. If e does not have any jumps, then
bi =false for all i.
• Initially, bi = true for all i.
• Denote Ji as bi(zi)∧ y(zi¡y6now→¬bi(y)), which means zi is the last jump
time of clock zi. The enabling condition l on an edge is replaced by a closed past
formula z1 · · · zm(J1 ∧ · · · ∧ Jm→ l).
Next, we will show that each enabling condition in M ′ can be replaced by a Boolean
variable. In M ′, we use le (a closed past formula) and 'e to denote the enabling
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condition and the assignment of all Boolean variables in Aˆ=A∪B for an edge e, re-
spectively. From Theorem 2.2, each le is associated with a number of Boolean functions
Ole ; Ole1 ; : : : ; O
le
ke and a number of Boolean variables u
le
1 ; : : : ; u
le
ke (updated while
now progresses). le itself can be considered as a Boolean variable ule . We use a
primed form to indicate the previous value of a variable—here, a variable changes
when time progresses. Thus, from Theorem 2.2, 1 these variables are updated as,
ule :=Ole(Aˆ; (ule1 )
′; : : : ; (uleke)
′) and for all i, ulei :=O
le
i (Aˆ; (u
le
1 )
′; : : : ; (uleke)
′). These updates
work only for edges that do not have a jump (since now progresses by one time unit
on such edges). If an edge e has a jump (i.e., now does not progress), we need to pre-
compute the updates at the previous transition. To do these precomputations, we need
multiple copies of extra Boolean variables ule; '; ule; '1 ; : : : ; u
le; '
ke ; a
' for each a∈ Aˆ and for
each possible assignment ' for Boolean variables Aˆ. Note that there are 2|Aˆ| choices
of '. As shown below, an edge e0 in M ′ is modi$ed to incorporate these updates.
• Change the values of Boolean variables a∈ Aˆ according to the assignment 'e0 given
on the edge e0.
• If e0 does not have a jump,
◦ now := now + 1,
◦ For each ' and for each a∈ Aˆ, a' := '(a). Denote all a' as A'.
◦ For all edges e, and for each ' and for each 16i6ke,
ule; 'i :=O
le
i (A
'; (ule1 )
′; : : : ; (uleke)
′) and ule; ' :=Ole(A'; (ule1 )
′; : : : ; (uleke)
′).
◦ For all edges e, ule is assigned the precomputed value according to the assignment
'e0 , i.e., u
le := ule; 'e0 . Also, ulei := u
le; 'e0
i for 16i6ke.
• If e0 has at least one jump,
◦ Execute all the jumps zi := now on e0. But now does not progress.
◦ For all edges e, ule is assigned as the precomputed value according to the assign-
ment 'e0 ; i.e., u
le := (ule; 'e0 )′, and ulei := (u
le; 'e0
i )
′ for 16i6ke. All other Boolean
variables are unchanged.
The initial values of Boolean variables ule ; ulej and u
le; '; ule; 'j can be assigned using
the initial value of a and '(a). Each enabling condition le in M ′ is replaced by the
Boolean variable ule .
Now, we will show that the reachability set R of M ′ (and hence M) can be accepted
by an NPCM. Let Mˆ be an NPCM that is exactly the same as M ′ except for the
following. Given (the string encoding) of a tuple (q; w; v0; v1; : : : ; vm) on the input tape,
Mˆ simulates M ′’s computation from the initial con$guration )0 (by properly calculating
the initial values of the Boolean variables ule ; ulej ; u
le; '; ule; 'j ; a∈ Aˆ). Updates (shown
above) to these Boolean variables are implemented by the $nite control of Mˆ . The
stack operations of M ′ are faithfully simulated by Mˆ using its own stack. Mˆ uses
counters x0; x1; : : : ; xm to simulate clocks now; z1; : : : ; zm, respectively, in M ′. Initially,
each counter is 0. However, whenever M ′ executes now := now+1, Mˆ increases all the
counters by 1, i.e., xi := xi+1 for each 06i6m. When M ′ executes a jump zi := now,
1 We simply use Aˆ to indicate the current values of each variable in Aˆ with the assumption that the
“current time” can be $gured out from the context.
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Mˆ does nothing to the counters. For each xi with i = 0, at some point, either initially
or at the moment zi := now is being executed by M ′, Mˆ guesses (only once for each i)
that xi has already reached the value vi of zi given on the input tape. After such
a guess for i, an execution of now := now + 1 will not cause xi := xi + 1 as indicated
above (i.e., xi will no longer be incremented). However, after such a guess for i, a
later execution of a jump zi := now in M ′ will cause Mˆ to abort abnormally (without
accepting the input). At some point after all xi, 16i6m, have been guessed, Mˆ guesses
that now in M ′ has reached the value v0 on the input tape. Then, Mˆ compares its
current state, stack word, and clock values with the ones on the input tape. Comparing
the stack word requires Mˆ to pop its stack while reading the w on the input tape
(recalling that the stack word is reversed in R). Comparing an xi with vi on the input
tape requires Mˆ to decrement xi to 0 while reading the encoding of vi. Mˆ accepts iH
the comparisons succeed. Clearly, Mˆ accepts R and x0; x1; : : : ; xk are reversal-bounded.
Hence,
Theorem 3.1. The reachability set R of a past pushdown timed automaton can be
accepted by a reversal-bounded NPCM.
The importance of the automata-theoretic characterization of R is that the Presburger
safety properties over clocks and stack word counts are decidable. Let the stack alphabet
$= {/1; : : : ; /k}. For a stack word w, #/(w) is used to indicate the number of occur-
rences of a stack symbol /∈$. Let P be a Presburger formula over k+m+2 variables.
We say that a con$guration ) of M satis$es P if P(q; #/1 (w); : : : ; #/k (w); v0; v1; : : : ; vm)
holds, where in ), the state is q (understood as a value taken from a bounded range
of integers), the stack word is w, the clock values are v0; v1; : : : ; vm for now; z1; : : : ; zm,
respectively. The Presburger safety analysis problem for M is to decide whether, given
a Presburger formula P, there is a con$guration * that is reachable from the initial
con$guration )0 and that satis$es P. In practice, P is used to specify an unsafe property
for a system design M . Therefore, the existence of a witness * implies an error in the
design. For instance, can a given past pushdown timed automaton reach an undesired
con$guration satisfying z1 − z2 + 2z3¿#/1 (w)− 4#/2 (w)? The following theorem states
that detecting the errors is decidable.
Theorem 3.2. The Presburger safety analysis problem for past pushdown timed
automata is decidable.
Proof. Given an instance of the problem for M and P, consider the set R′ of inte-
ger tuples (q; w; v0; v1; : : : ; vm; n1; : : : ; nk) satisfying the following three conditions: (a)
(q; w; v0; v1; : : : ; vm)∈R, (b) P(q; n1; : : : ; nk ; v0; v1; : : : ; vm), and (c) #/i(w)= ni, 16i6k.
From Theorem 3.1, (a) can be veri$ed by a reversal-bounded NPCM. (b) can be
veri$ed by a deterministic reversal-bounded NCM [12]. Obviously, (c) can also be
veri$ed by a deterministic reversal-bounded NCM. Hence, R′ can be accepted by a
reversal-bounded NPCM obtained by intersecting the three machines. Clearly, R′ is
not empty iH the instance of the Presburger safety analysis problem is true. The result
follows from Theorem 2.1.
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Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 still hold when a past pushdown timed automaton is augmented
with a number of reversal-bounded counters, i.e., a past reversal-bounded pushdown
timed automaton. This is because, in the proof of Theorem 3.1, clocks in a past push-
down timed automaton are simulated by reversal-bounded counters. When a number
of reversal-bounded counters are added to the past pushdown timed automaton, the
automaton can still be simulated by a reversal-bounded NPCM: clocks are simulated
by reversal-bounded counters and the added reversal-bounded counters remain. An un-
restricted counter is a special case of a pushdown stack. Therefore, the results for past
reversal-bounded pushdown timed automata imply the same results for past timed au-
tomata with a number of reversal-bounded counters and an unrestricted counter. These
results are helpful in verifying Presburger safety properties for history-dependent sys-
tems containing parameterized (unspeci$ed) integer constants, as illustrated by the
example in Section 5.
In a past formula, besides quanti$cation, only comparisons of one integer variable or
the diHerence of two integer variables against an integer constant are allowed. Though
there are practical needs to augment past formulas with more complex constructs (such
as allowing “+” operations, e.g., “y1+· · ·+yn¡z1+· · ·+zk+c” in place of “y¡z+c”
in the de$nition of past formulas), the “Turing computing” power of such augmented
automata prevents automatic veri$cation of simple properties such as reachability [2].
As a result of the generalization, Theorem 3.2 no longer holds, even when the past
formulas do not contain any quanti$cations.
However, the purpose of embedding past formulas in pushdown timed automata is
to make it possible to specify some history-dependent systems. For many traditional
history-independent systems (such as an arithmetic program), history dependency can
be speci$ed through a fairness constraint to restrict a reachability path that leads one
con$guration to another. Would it be possible to allow more general past formulas as
the constraints such that the reachability is decidable? We will elaborate this problem
in the next section.
4. The and  Presburger safety veri!cation
We $rst consider a simple computation model M that is a $nite automaton augmented
with a number of monotonic counters z1; : : : ; zm. Each move causes a state transition
and at most one counter is incremented by 1. M is nondeterministic. A con$guration is
a tuple of a state and counter values. For a given path )0 · · · )n of length n for some n
that leads from )= )0 to *= )n in M , we may, for notational convenience, simply use
q(t) and zi(t) to denote the value of the state and the counter zi in con$guration )t ,
for all 16t6n. Though M is an untimed model, we may interpret zi(t) as the value
of zi at “time” t (thus each move takes one time unit). In the following, we introduce
a notion of reachability from ) to * by restricting the intermediate con$gurations on
the path.
Let k¿0 and P be a Presburger formula over k(m+2) variables. We say that * is P-
reachable from ), written )❀P *, if there is a number n such that ) reaches * through
a path of length n on which ∃06t1; : : : ; tk−16tk = n satisfying P(q(t1); z1(t1); : : : ; zm(t1);
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t1; : : : ; q(tk); z1(tk); : : : ; zm(tk); tk). Similarly, we may de$ne )❀ P * by replacing ∃ with
∀ in the above de$nition. Intuitively, P and P can be understood as a form of
generalized past formulas. For instance, the following reachability from ) to * can be
de$ned as )❀ P * for some P: if on a path from ) to *, for any times t1 and t2, it is
always true that z1(t1) + z2(t2)¿z1(t2) + z2(t1) + t2. In the language of past formulas,
P corresponds to the following formula: t1 t2 (z1(t1) + z2(t2)¿z1(t2) + z2(t1) + t2)
interpreted on the history constructed from a path from ) to *. However, comparing
to past formulas, P allows (a) access to past values of counters (e.g., z1(t1)) instead
of Boolean variables and (b) linear constraints over the past values and time variables.
The (resp. ) Presburger safety analysis problem is to decide, given M and P,
whether )❀ P * (resp. )❀P *) for some ) and *.
Theorem 4.1. The Presburger safety analysis problem is undecidable for 6nite au-
tomata augmented with monotonic counters.
Proof. From [13], the halting problem for the following M is undecidable. M is a
deterministic $nite automaton augmented with 3 monotonic counters, C1; C2, and T
which are initially zero. M ’s enabling conditions involve tests T =C1? or T =C2?.
From this model of M , one can easily construct a $nite automaton augmented with 3
monotonic counters M ′ and a Presburger formula P such that )❀ P * for some ) and
* of M ′ iH M halts.
Theorem 4.2. The  Presburger safety analysis problem is decidable for 6nite
automata augmented with monotonic counters.
Proof. Given M with monotonic counters z1; : : : ; zm and Presburger formula P over
k(m+ 2) variable as an instance of the problem, we will construct a reversal-bounded
NCM M ′ as follows. M ′ is equipped with k sets of counters and a one-way input tape.
The jth set contains m+1 monotonic counters Cj1; : : : ; C
j
m; Dj. Every counter is initially
zero. We use incrC( j; i) (resp. incrD( j)) to denote the subroutine that increments
every Chi (resp. D
h) by one, j6h6k, and leaves all the other counters unchanged.
M ′ works as follows. For each 16i6m, M ′ repeatedly performs incrC(1; i) for some
times (nondeterministically chosen for each i). Now, M ′ guesses a state q1 and starts
simulating M from q1. Let j := 1. In the simulation, whenever M performs an increment
on a move, say zi := zi +1, M ′ performs incrC( j; i). Each move of M also causes M ′
to run incrD( j). M ′ continues the simulation during which, nondeterministically, M ′
increments j by 1 (at the moment M ′ remembers the state qj of M). At the time when
j reaches k, M ′ shuts down the simulation. Now, M ′ checks that
P(q1; C11 ; : : : ; C
1
m; D
1; : : : ; qk ; Ck1 ; : : : ; C
k
m; D
k):
The checking requires a bounded number of counter reversals (with the help of addi-
tional reversal-bounded counters). M ′ accepts if the checking succeeds. In the simula-
tion, qj; C
j
1; : : : ; C
j
m; Dj in M ′ are used to denote q(tj); z1(tj); : : : ; zm(tj); tj in M , respec-
tively. Clearly, M ′ accepts a nonempty language if )❀P * in M for some ) and *.
The result follows from Theorem 2.1.
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Theorem 4.2 can be generalized. Let M now be further augmented with a pushdown
stack (the stack alphabet is $). One may similarly de$ne )❀P * for M ; the diHerences
are that (1) con$gurations ) and * also include the stack content, and (2) in P, one
may have additional variables, for each /∈$, #/(t1); : : : ; #/(tk) to indicate the number
of symbol /’s in the stack at times t1; : : : ; tk , respectively. After properly modifying
M ′ into a reversal-bounded NPCM (instead of a reversal-bounded NCM) in the proof
of Theorem 4.2, one may conclude that the  Presburger safety analysis problem is
decidable for M . (In modifying M ′, one introduces two monotonic counters +j/ and −j/,
for each symbol /∈$ and each 16j6k. +j/ (resp. −j/) is used to record the pushes
(resp. pops) of /’s in M ′. Obviously, at time tj, the actual number of symbol /s in the
stack equals +j/ minus −j/.) In fact, if one generalizes the monotonic counters in M
to reversal-bounded counters (so M is a reversal-bounded NPCM), the conclusion still
holds. This is because a reversal-bounded counter can be simulated by $nitely many
monotonic counters. For instance, for a 2-reversal-bounded counter C, we may use C+
to record the increments made towards C and use C− to record the decrements. Both
C+ and C− are monotonic with C =C+ − C−. Hence,
Theorem 4.3. The  Presburger safety analysis problem is decidable for reversal-
bounded NPCMs.
Theorem 4.3 can be used to verify fairly complex properties. For instance, consider
a pushdown automaton M with stack symbols /1 and /2. Given two states q and q′,
are there stack words w and w′ such that M moves from (q; w) to (q′; w′) during
which the following conditions are satis$ed: (1) the total number of visits to state q is
no more than #/1 (w) + #/1 (w
′), and (2) the stack is once higher than #/1 (w
′) but |w|
time units later it is lower than #/2 (w
′)? From Theorem 4.3, one can show (by adding
additional monotonic counters to M) that the problem can be automatically veri$ed.
5. An example
This section considers an ASTRAL speci$cation [15] of a railroad crossing system,
which is a history-dependent and parameterized real-time system with a Presburger
safety property that needs to be veri$ed. The system description is taken from [11].
The system consists of a set of railroad tracks that intersect a street where cars may
cross the tracks. A gate is located at the crossing to prevent cars from crossing the
tracks when a train is near. A sensor on each track detects the arrival of trains on
that track. The critical requirement of the system is that whenever a train is in the
crossing the gate must be down, and when no train has been in between the sensors
and the crossing for a reasonable amount of time, the gate must be up. The com-
plete ASTRAL speci$cation of the railroad crossing system can be found in [15] and
at http://www.cs.ucsb.edu/~dang. The ASTRAL speci$cation was proved to be
correct by using the PVS-based ASTRAL theorem prover [15] and was tested by a
bounded-depth symbolic search technique [10].
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raised raising
lowering lowered
{z}
train in R
~train_in_R
{y}train_in_R
now− z < lower time
n5
n2
n4
now−z >= lower_time
~train_in_R
train_in_R
nowy >= raise_time
now−y < raise_time
~ train_in_R
n3
n1
Fig. 1. The transition system of a Gate instance represented as a timed automaton.
The ASTRAL speci$cation looks at the railroad crossing system as two interactive
modules or process speci$cations: Gate and Sensor. Each process has its own (pa-
rameterized) constants, local variables and transition system. Requirement descriptions
are also included as a part of a process speci$cation. ASTRAL is a rich language
and has strong expressive power. For a detailed introduction to ASTRAL and its
formal semantics the reader is referred to [6,15]. For the purpose of this paper, we
will show that the Gate process can be modeled as a past pushdown timed automaton
with reversal-bounded counters. By using the results in Section 3, a Presburger safety
property speci$ed in Gate can be automatically veri$ed.
We look at an instance of the Gate process by considering the speci$cation with one
railroad track (i.e., there is only one Sensor process instance.) and assigning concrete
values to some parameterized constants in order to have the enabling conditions in the
process in the form of past formulas. The transition system of the Gate process can be
represented as the timed automaton shown in Fig. 1. The local variable position in
Gate has four possible values. They are raised, raising, lowering and lowered,
which are represented by nodes n1; n2; n3 and n4 in the $gure, respectively. There are
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two dummy nodes n5 and n6 in the graph, which will be made clear in a moment. The
initial node is n1. That is, the initial position of the gate is raised.
There are four transitions lower, down, raise and up in the Gate process. Each
transition includes a pair of entry and exit assertions with a nonzero duration associated
with each pair. The entry assertion must be satis$ed at the time the transition starts,
whereas the exit assertion will hold after the time indicated by the duration from when
the transition $res. The transition lower,
TRANSITION lower
ENTRY [ TIME : lower_dur ]
~ ( position = lowering | position = lowered )
& EXISTS s: sensor_id ( s.train_in_R )
EXIT
position = lowering,
corresponds to the edges 〈n1; n5〉 and 〈n5; n3〉, or the edges 〈n2; n5〉 and 〈n5; n3〉. The
clock z is used to indicate the end time End(lower) (of transition lower) used in
transition down. Whenever the transition lower completes, z jumps to now. Thus, a
dummy node n5 is introduced such that z jumps on the edge 〈n5; n3〉 to indicate the end
of the transition lower. On an edge without clock jumps (such as 〈n1; n5〉 and 〈n2; n5〉),
now progresses by one time unit. Thus, the two edges 〈n1; n5〉 and 〈n2; n5〉 indicate
the duration lower dur of the transition lower (recall the parameterized constant
lower dur was set to be 1).
Similarly, transition raise corresponds to the edges 〈n3; n6〉 and 〈n6; n2〉, or the
edges 〈n4; n6〉 and 〈n6; n2〉. The other two transitions down and up correspond to the
edges 〈n3; n4〉 and 〈n2; n1〉, respectively. Idle transitions need to be added to indicate
the behavior of the process when no transition is enabled and executing. They are
represented by self-loops on nodes n1; n2; n3 and n4 in the $gure.
Besides variable position, Gate has an imported variable train in R, which is
a local variable of the Sensor process, to indicate an arrival of a train. Gate has no
control over the imported variable. That is, train in R can be either true or false at
any given time, even though we do not explicitly specify this in the $gure. But not all
the execution sequences of the Gate process are intended. For instance, consider the
scenario that train in R has value true at now=2 and the value changes to false at
now=3. This change is too fast, since the gate position at now=3 may be lowering
when the change happens. At now=3, the train had already crossed the intersection.
This is bad, since the gate was not in the fully lowered position lowered. Thus, the
imported variable clause is needed to place extra requirements on the behaviors of
the imported variable. The requirement essentially states that once the sensor reports a
train’s arrival, it will keep reporting a train at least as long as it takes the fastest train
to exit the region. By substituting for the parameterized constants and noticing that
there is only one sensor in the system, the imported variable clause in the ASTRAL
speci$cation can be written as
(now ¿ 1 ∧ past(train in R,now − 1) = true ∧ train in R = false) →
(now ¿ 5 ∧ ∀t(t ¿ now − 5 ∧ t ¡ now → past(train in R,t) = true)):
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We use f to denote this clause. It is easy to see that f is a past formula. Fig. 1 can be
modi$ed by adding f to the enabling condition of each edge. The resulting automaton
is denoted by M .
It is easy to check that M rules out the unwanted execution sequences shown
above. Now we use clock x to indicate the (last) change time of the imported variable
train in R. A proper modi$cation to M can be made by incorporating clock x into
the automaton. The resulting automaton, denoted by M ′, is a past pushdown timed
automaton without the pushdown stack. We assign concrete values to all the parame-
terized constants except for wait time and RImax. Therefore, M ′ is augmented with
two reversal-bounded counters wait time and RImax to indicate the two constants.
These two counters remain unchanged during the computations of M ′ (i.e., 0-reversal-
bounded). They are restricted by the axiom clause g of the process, which is a linear
constraint over all the constants including wait time and RImax.
The $rst conjunction of the schedule clause of the process instance speci$es a safety
property such that the gate will be down before the fastest train reaches the cross-
ing; i.e., (train in R= true∧ now − x¿RImax − 1)→ position= lowered. We use p
to denote this formula. Notice that p is a non-region property (since RImax is a para-
meterized constant). Verifying this part of the schedule clause is equivalent to solving
the Presburger safety analysis problem for M ′ (augmented with two reversal-bounded
counters) with the Presburger safety property g→p over the clocks and the reversal-
bounded counters. From the results of Section 3, this property can be automatically
veri$ed.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we showed that the reachability set of a past pushdown timed automa-
ton can be accepted by an NPCM. From this result, model-checking past pushdown
timed automata against Presburger safety properties on discrete clocks and stack word
counts is decidable. We also studied the reachability problem for a class of transition
systems under some fairness constraints in the form of generalized past formulas. An
example ASTRAL speci$cation was presented to demonstrate the usefulness of the
results. In the future, we will generalize some of the results presented in this paper to
dense clocks, along the recent work of [8].
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